Electric Blanket
With OVERHEAT PROTECTION

Before use, please read this manual thoroughly and save for future
reference.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
There are some critical safety precautions to follow in order to
operate the Electric Blanket. As with all electrical appliances, there’s
a possibility of danger such as injury, overheating or fire if the
product is not used correctly. Read the following instructions before
using the Electric Blanket.















Before connecting the Electric Blanket, check if the
voltage indicated on the bottom of the unit
corresponds to the local main voltage before you
connect the appliance.
DO NOT plug or operate any appliance with a damaged
cord. If the cord is damaged or if the Electric Blanket
has been malfunctioned in any manner, contact your
service provider immediately.
To protect against electrical hazards, DO NOT immerse
cord, plugs and the appliance in water or any liquid.
DO NOT let cord touch hot surfaces.
Regularly check the main cord if it’s still in good and
safe condition.
To avoid circuit overload, do not operate another high
voltage appliance on the same circuit.
Do not use pins, needles or any sharp object as they
may damage the electric wiring.
Do not tuck the supply cord in any furniture. All
portions of the Electric Blanket should be visible at all
times.











Do not use the Electric Blanket with an infant, an
immobile person or anyone who’s insensitive to heat
such as a person with poor blood circulation.
Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is
used by or near children.
Turn the switch OFF before connecting or
disconnecting plug from the power outlet.
The device is not intended to be operated with an
external timer or separate remote control system.
Do not use on pull‐out bed or fold‐up bed.
Never use the Electric Blanket with an air mattress.
The Electric Blanket should never be folded or fumbled
when in use as this may result in overheating.
Never place hot objects on the Electric Blanket.
Switch should never be covered on the blanket when
in use.
Do not use the Electric Blanket with furniture subject
to movement, such as rocking chairs, recliners or chairs
with wheels.
Do not use outdoors or for purposes other than
intended use.
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PARTS AND FEATURES








ELECTRIC BLANKET BENEFITS

Detachable connector – Controls the Electric Blanket by
turning the switch “On” or “Off”.
UL plug with 5ft cord + 2ft connection cord – Ensures
product compliance with consumer product safety
requirements.
3 heat settings – Choose a required heat setting for the
Electric Blanket.
Edge Binding – comfortable blanket with fine fabric binding.
Overheat protection – lowers or shuts down in case the
device produces more heat than expected.



Helps provide some relief from Arthritis pain.



Provides a warm and cozy environment that helps
improve sleep.



A higher room temperature decreases dry sinuses.
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WASHING







Releases tension by providing warmth at night.



USING YOUR ELECTRIC BLANKET
Operations








Connect the plug into the wall outlet before switching
on.
Adjust the controller to preferred heat setting: Three
indicating lighting means high temperature, two
indicating lightning means medium temperature, and
one indicating lightning means low temperature
setting.
The controller has a timer function which turns itself
off after two hours.






Do not dry‐clean the Electric Blanket due to cleaning
solvents that may have a deteriorating effect on the
insulation of the heating element.
Fill washer with warm water.
Wash by hand or in automatic washer using slow
agitation and normal spin speed.
Measure blanket before washing, and then add
minimum amount of all‐purpose detergent in the
washer.
Soak in 5 minutes.
Agitate for two minutes, spin, fill for cool rinse, agitate
for one minute, then spin.
Dry in automatic dryer on high heat for five minutes.
Remove damp blanket from dryer.
Drape to finish drying.
For hand washing, wash the Electric Blanket in cold
water using a small amount of mild laundry soap or
detergent. Rinse thoroughly in cool water until all
traces of detergent are gone. Squeeze water to dry the
blanket.
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ELECTRIC BLANKET CARE AND
MAINTENANCE








Do not dry‐clean the Electric Blanket.
Never use bleach.
Do not iron the Electric Blanket.
Do not route electrical cords between the mattress
and box spring.
When storing the blanket, allow to cool down before
folding.
Do not crease the blanket by placing items on top of it
during storage.
Check the cords and control unit regularly for wear or
damage. If there is any, return the blanket and control
unit immediately to the nearest service center.

Electrical requirements:




Voltage: 110~120V
Power: 100Wx1
Hertz: 60Hz
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